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INTERESTING FACTS
WEIRDOS has been nominated for 6 Canadian Screen Awards including Best Picture, Best Edit (Duff 
Smith), Best Screenplay (Daniel MacIvor), Best Supporting Actress (Molly Parker), Best Costume 
(Bethana Briffet), Best Production Design (Matt Likely). We’re excited!

Molly Parker, who is having a wonderful moment thanks in part to her excellent work on Netflix’s 
HOUSE OF CARDS, has stated “ I love this movie. It’s my favourite movie.” High praise from such a 
busy and talented actor!

Julia Sarah Stone has recently landed a lead role in Luc Dery’s (INCENDIES, ENEMY, MONSIEUR 
LAZHAR) A WORTHY COMPANION opposite Evan Rachel Wood. A wonderful talent, Julia Sarah’s 
star is climbing and we can’t wait to see what she has up next!

Weirdos marks Bruce McDonald’s return to the road trip, a genre which he gravitates towards as seen 
in his multiple past classics like HARDCORE LOGO and HIGHWAY 61. 

Though not autobiographical, the film - written by Daniel MacIvor - is pulled from his own memories 
and experiences of growing up on the east coast of Canada in the 1970s. 

The film was shot in late 2015 on the east coast of Canada, taking advantage of Nova Scotia’s mari-
time ruggedness and beauty. The film is compiled from locations literally all over Nova Scotia, ensur-
ing we captured as much of the province as possible. 

WEIRDOS is also the return of a dream team: Bruce and Daniel made a movie with Molly - a long 
time friend of both - in 2010 called TRIGGER which premiered at the Toronto International Film Festi-
val. 

The entire team of the film - cast and crew alike - have all fallen in love with the soundtrack. We loved 
it so much it became the score to both the wrap party and for our premier party at TIFF. Every song 
is CANCON, meaning it is made by Canadians and would have been played on Canadian stations 
across the country. 
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SHORT SYNOPSIS
Nova Scotia. 1976. The weekend of the American Bicentennial. When 15-year-old Kit decides that 
living with his father is too repressive, he hits the road to move in with his mother. Accompanied 
by his girlfriend Alice, Kit will explore his very core - his sexuality, his sense of place and self - 
in an attempt to find a place to call home.

LONG SYNOPSIS
Kit Morash (15) lives with his father Dave - the much loved social studies teacher at the local high school - in the small 
town of Antigonish. On a hot Saturday morning Kit secretly packs a suitcase and sneaks off to his friend Alice’s house. 
It seems as though Kit and Alice are boyfriend and girlfriend, though both seem a bit awkward about it. Alice leaves with 
Kit, telling her parents that she is going to Kit’s. A plan is afoot. 

Kit is running away from home to live with his mysterious and glamorous mother Laura in the city of Sydney. Alice, more 
road savvy, is tagging along with Kit to instruct him in the fine art of hitch-hiking. Once on the highway they are immedi-
ately picked up by a group of slightly older teens that are students of Kit’s dad’s. The teens are headed to a beach party 
in Sydney that night and offer Kit and Alice a ride. Leo is in the back seat; and it feels like Kit is unusally attracted to him.
Threatened, Alice convinces Kit not to wait for the drive but to hit the highway now to get to his mother sooner.  

Rides are few and far between. They stop at a restaurant and meet a waitress who seems to be on to Kit and Alice, mak-
ing Alice uneasy. The road awaits.

Between rides we learn about the depth of the affection that Kit and Alice have for one another, both outsiders cut from 
the same cloth: Alice with her camera, Kit with his strange stories, their shared worship of Andy Warhol. 

A Royal Canadian Mounted Police officer eventually gets them all the way to Sydney, inadvertently involving them in the 
shortest car chase in the history of car chases. As night falls, Kit suggests they first check out the beach party where the 
teens are, where Leo will be. Alice realizes that Kit needs her help to allow him to be who he is.  At the party Kit finds Leo 
and the two hit it off.
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This proves to be more difficult for Alice than she imagined and she finds solace in the arms of Jack, one of the older 
teenagers. It is a momentous night for both Kit and Alice. 

The next morning. Everything is different. The friendship, though transformed, is surprisingly intact. Arriving at Kit’s 
mom’s house it is clear that everything is not as Alice thought it would be. Nor in fact as Kit imagined. He had dreamed of 
his glamorous mother, cocktails, and a romanticized air of culture. But Laura lives in a run down house owned by Mr. Po, 
a Cambodian refugee. Mr. Po acts as Laura’s keeper, and Kit is not sure what to make of their relationship.  Laura seems 
unbalanced, offering the kids alcohol, having wild mood swings. Soon it’s clear: Laura is struggling with personality disor-
der and as things go from bad to worse – Laura doesn’t remember inviting Kit to come and stay with her - Alice convinces 
Kit he must go home. Kit feels trapped and without option.

Together they call Dave and ask him to come and get them. When Dave arrives he is angry but we see that anger is not 
so much about his son as it is about how Kit may have thrown Laura off. Kit and Alice observe as Dave consoles Laura in 
her distress. They see for the first time that sometimes things just don’t work out no matter how much we want them to. 
They will remember this moment forever.  

When Laura has calmed down Dave berates Kit for being so irresponsible and running away.  Kit lashes out at his father, 
telling him he’s heard him call people “fag” and he should know that his son is a “fag” too.  This knocks the wind out of 
Dave. 

On the awkward drive home with Kit and Alice, Dave tries to talk calmly around the million questions in his mind.  He 
doesn’t know where to begin, if he should scold or apologize. He is overwhelmed and breaks down. Kit sees his father’s 
vulnerability for the first time. 

In the end, the family will mend. A dinner at Dave’s shows a family trying to reconnect. 

Kit and Alice find their thrid eye. 
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DIRECTOR’S VISION
This is a love story movie.
This is a running away from home movie.
This is a “to be 15” movie.
This is a coming of age movie.
A blossoming sexuality movie.
A “remember the 70s” movie.
This is a road movie.

And it’s written by one of the greats – Daniel MacIvor. 

My attraction to Daniel’s script includes my admiration for his sharp, smart human characters and the 
way he has created comedy and drama out of small, well observed moments, while also avoiding the 
movie clichés of the lovers on the run, the ticking clock and the threat of explosions of melodrama and 
violence.

Not that we are turning away from entertaining the people. Far from it. I feel that this two day hithhik-
ing trip along the sunny backroads and Oceanside vistas of Nova Scotia by boyfriend and girlfriend  
on the eve of the American Bicentennial in the summer of ‘76 will move, groove and astonish audi-
ences with it’s razor sharp wit and authentic observations of being 15. The way BOYHOOD touches 
us. The way STAND BY ME, ROMEO AND JULIET and MY AMERICAN COUSIN touch us.

WEIRDOS vibes on atmosphere, sensuality, light, heat, skin, the wind, the sky, the music, the heroes, 
the zeroes and the sea of teenage possibilities.

If there is something chasing our couple it would be the fever of the American Bicentennial crowding 
the airwaves and the consciousness of the root toot toot of the spirit of ’76.

If there was a ticking clock it would be the heartbeats of our hero and heroine and their fear of growing 
up to be their parents.
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If there were explosions of melodrama and violence it would be found in music, montage, the momen-
tum of the road, internal combustion engines, guitar solos, tears, embraces, Warhol and his Super-
stars, helicopters and deep emotion.

This movie’s rhythms to me feel like a slinky summer groove rather than a bang bang baby kind of 
thing. Choreography and movement over fast cutting. A simple, handheld observational style as in 
BLUE IS THE WARMEST COLOR, RACHEL GETTING MARRIED or THE DALLAS BUYER’S CLUB 
with attention paid to emotional and physical landscapes. 

Sounds are very important to WEIRDOS. Insects, wind in trees, cicadas, tree frogs, distant voices, still 
lives, surf, transistor radios, long grass, screen doors banging shut, car wheels on gravel roads, flags 
flapping, tree birds, flip flops, church bells, fire crackling, French fries frying, cokes spritzing, chopped 
Harleys, wind chimes and rock and roll on the radio.

Bruce
Commander of the Northern Tribes.
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FILMMAKERS

BRUCE McDONALD // DIRECTOR
Bruce McDonald is a Canadian director known for his irreverent, eclectic style and his love of music and pop culture. After break-
ing out with his debut feature Roadkill, he has gone on to direct numerous other acclaimed films including HARD CORE LOGO, THE 
TRACY FRAGMENTS and PONTYPOOL. He currently lives in Toronto with his wife and daughter, enjoys Italian food and loves the great 
album Bitches Brew.

Feature films Include:

WEIRDOS 2017
HELLIONS 2015 
THE HUSBAND 2013 
HARD CORE LOGO II 2010 
TRIGGER 2010 

THIS MOVIE IS BROKEN 2010 
PONTYPOOL 2008 
THE TRACEY FRAGMENTS 2007  
CLAIRE’S HAT 2002 
PICTURE CLAIRE 2001 

HARD CORE LOGO 1996
DANCE ME OUTSIDE 1994 
HIGHWAY 61 1991 
ROADKILL 1989
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DANIEL MacIVOR // WRITER
Daniel is originally from Cape Breton and currently lives in Halifax, Nova Scotia. For twenty years, Daniel ran da da kamera, an 
international theatre touring company that brought his work extensively throughout Canada and the US, as well as Israel, Norway, 
Holland, Australia, and throughout the UK. 

As a filmmaker he is the writer/director of PAST PERFECT and WILBY WONDERFUL, both of which had their premiere at TIFF 
and played festival around the world; WILBY WONDERFUL winning the audience award at San Sebastian Film Festival. He is the 
writer of WHOLE NEW THING directed by Amnon Buchbinder, MARION BRIDGE directed by Wiebke Von Carlsfeld and TRIGGER 
directed by Bruce McDonald. 

Daniel received the Governor General’s Literary Award for Drama for his collection of plays I Still Love You and in 2008 he was 
awarded the Siminovitch Prize for Theatre. He is also the recipient of a Village Voice Obie Award and a GLAAD Award for his play In 
On It. 

He is currently working on a new play, Cake and Dirt, for Tarragon Theatre in Toronto and he runs the theatre production company 
rework with Marcie Januska. Currently he is working on a libretto for Canadian Opera Company for Rufus Wainwright’s opera 
Hadrian.
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MIKE MACMILLAN
Producer

Mike MacMillan has been producing independent film since 2010. Mike was 
named in 2015 to Screen International’s distinguished Future Leader’s list. His 
films have played at TIFF, Berlinale, Slamdance and other top festivals interna-
tionally.

With WEIRDOS (dir: Bruce McDonald) entertaining audiences at TIFF 16 and 
this year’s Berlinale (Generations), Lithium anticipates the festival release of 
DON’T TALK TO IRENE (dir: Pat Mills) and MOBILE HOMES (dir: Vladimir de 
Fontenay) in 2017. His first feature, the dark comedy/thriller I PUT A HIT ON 
YOU premiered at Slamdance Film Festival (Mongrel) and his second – the dark 
comedy GUIDANCE (Strand) – premiered at TIFF14.

In addition to his films, Mike has has completed Ted Hopes’ Artist-2-Entreprenu-
er Lab (SFFS, 2013), Trans Atlantic Partners Co-Production Lab (2014), TIFF 
Studio (2014) and the Rotterdam Lab @ Cinemart (2015). 

Special skills include kickass hat collection and whiskey.

MARC ALMON
Producer

Named one of the Next Gen: Twenty Young Stars on the Rise in Canada 
by the Hollywood Reporter, Marc Almon is an award-winning producer 
who developed and produced the feature film BLACKBIRD, written & 
directed by Jason Buxton and starring Connor Jessup and Alexia Fast. 
BLACKBIRD won Best Canadian First Feature Film at the 2012 Toronto 
International Film Festival, the Claude Jutra Award for Best Debut Fea-
ture from the Academy of Canadian Cinema, and the 2013 Grand Prix 
at the Cannes sidebar competition, Cannes Junior, among many other 
accolades.

Features in development include BREAKAWAY, written by Jessica 
Marsh and co-produced with Academy Award-nominated Ellen Page, 
and Jason Buxton’s newest project SHARP CORNER. MERCIFUL, 
a crime thriller television series written by Giller Prize winner Lynn 
Coady, is in development with Bell Media/HBO Canada. Marc’s pro-
ducing partners on MERCIFUL include Justin Thomson-Glover and 
Patrick Irwin (THE FALL), and Todd Berger (WYNONNA EARP). 
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CAST

DYLAN AUTHORS // KIT
Dylan Authors was born in Toronto, Canada on February 2nd, 1996. Since an early age, he has been an avid filmmaker and performer. 
His grandfather was a vaudeville artist and his grandmother was a dancer playing in such places like the London Palladium. Jeff, 
Dylan’s father is a successful filmmaker that has worked on various movie and tv projects.

Dylan began his acting career at the age of ten. His first movie experience was working with Dustin Hoffman and Natalie Portman in 
MR. MAGORIUM’S WONDER EMPORIUM. After this followed many television shows such as Nikita, Covert Affairs, Cracked, Falling 
Skies and Murdoch Mysteries. Between 2010 and 2012, he landed the role of Jimmy Boland in Dreamworks/Spielberg production Fall-
ing Skies. Most recently, he played the role of Link in the television adaptation of Stephen King’s The Mist.

Outside of acting, Dylan is finishing his program at Ryerson for Media Production. He has directed multiple short films and a 10 minute 
documentary. He is currently writing and directing a short film for his final.  
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JULIA SARAH STONE // ALICE
Vancouver actress Julia Sarah Stone is already being recognized for her broad character range and fearless performances that capture 
the raw essence of humanity. Nylon Magazine noted Julia as an artist “who’s about to break out in a big way” in their glowing review of 
her debut Canadian indie film, THE YEAR DOLLY PARTON WAS MY MOM. 

In 2013, Julia captivated audiences as a series regular on AMC’s critically acclaimed series, The Killing, playing an emotionally 
troubled teen living on the streets. She also starred opposite Rachel McAdams and James Franco in Wim Wender’s film, EVERYTHING 
WILL BE FINE.

Her work includes starring as triplet teen boys in Charlie Kaufman’s pilot for FX, How and Why, opposite John Hawkes, Sally Hawkins 
and Michael Cera. She also played the lead role in the independent film WET BUM, which premiered at the Toronto International Film 
Festival the same year she was selected to be a part of the film festival’s Rising Star Program in which they honor four up-and-coming 
Canadian actors. 

Stone has had additional roles, such as recurring in the TNT series Falling Skies, leading roles in Geoff Redknap’s UNSEEN,  (Pre-
miered at Vancouver International Film festival), Amy Jo Johnson’s THE SPACE BETWEEN (premiered at Carmel Film Festival), John 
Delcher’s feature UNEARTHING, and the starring role in Bruce McDonald’s feature WEIRDOS which had its World premiere at The 2016 
Toronto International Film Festival.  

Julia recently wrapped her leading role on the series called Aftermath. A fit, active young woman, she holds a Purple belt in Karate and 
has training in sword fighting and firearms, which all came in handy for the action in the series.

She recently wrapped filming a feature in Montreal called A WORTHY COMPANION, starring alongside Evan Rachel Wood.
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MOLLY PARKER // LAURA
Molly Parker is best known for her starring role as “Alma Garrett” in David Milch’s acclaimed HBO series Deadwood, and for playing 
“Jackie Sharp” in House of Cards opposite Kevin Spacey and Robin Wright for Netflix. In other recent television, she starred in
SWINGTOWN on CBS and THE FIRM on NBC. Memorable characters also include “Lisa Marshall” on Dexter for Showtime and “Rabbi 
Ari” on Six Feet Under for HBO.

Molly made her feature film debut in Lynne Stopkewich’s KISSED, for which she received a Genie Award for Best Actress. Other 
features include Katja von Garnier’s IRON JAWED ANGELS opposite Hillary Swank and Angelica Huston and Philip Kaufman’s 
HEMINGWAY AND GELHORN opposite Clive Owen and Nicole Kidman, both for HBO Films; John Hillcoat’s THE ROAD opposite Viggo 
Mortensen and Charlize Theron; Allen Coulter’s HOLLYWOODLAND opposite Adrien Brody; and Neil LaBute’s THE WICKER MAN, op-
posite Nicolas Cage.

She has starred in numerous independent films, including WHO LOVES THE SUN opposite Lukas Haas and Adam Scott, for which she 
won the Best Actress Award at the Beverly Hills Film Festival; Julia Dyer’s THE PLAYROOM which premiered at the Tribeca Film Fes-
tival, OLIVER SHERMAN opposite Garrett Dillahunt and Donal Logue; Bruce Macdonald’s TRIGGER (Genie Award nomination); Gillies 
MacKinnon’s PURE; Wayne Wang’s CENTER OF THE WORLD opposite Peter Sarsgaard for which she was nominated for an Indepen-
dent Spirit Award; Istvan Szabo’s SUNSHINE opposite Ralph Fiennes and Rachel Weisz; Keith Gordon’s WAKING THE DEAD opposite 
Billy Crudup and Jennifer Connelly; Menno Meyjes’ MAX opposite John Cusack; and Michael Winterbottom’s WONDERLAND amongst 
others.

She was most recently seen in the acclaimed Amazon original series Goliath, from David E. Kelly, and Ewan McGregor’s directorial 
debut AMERICAN PASTORAL for Lakeshore Entertainment. Upcoming, she will be seen starring in Errol Morris’s miniseries Worm-
wood opposite Peter Sarsgaard for Netflix, and the independent features SMALL CRIMES opposite Nikolaj Coster-Waldau, Josephine 
Decker’s MOVIE NO. 1 opposite Miranda July, and 1922 opposite Thomas Jane. She will soon begin production on her next project, 
Netflix’s remake of the classic series Lost in Space, playing Maureen Robinson.
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ALLAN HAWCO // DAVE
Allan Hawco is a Newfoundland born actor and a graduate of the National Theatre School of Canada in Montreal.

Most recognized from his lead role as ‘Jake Doyle’ on the CBC hit TV series, Republic of Doyle, Allan also served as the Co-Creator, 
Showrunner, Executive Producer, and Head Writer for the Gemini-nominated series for 6 seasons.

Prior to Republic of Doyle, Allan starred in some of the most acclaimed television productions in Canada including ZOS: Zone of Sepa-
ration (The Movie Network, 2008), political thrillers H2O (CBC, 2004) and “Trojan Horse” (CBC, 2007), as well as the World War II drama 
Above & Beyond (CBC, 2006). Most recently, he starred opposite Cuba Gooding Jr. in the CBC miniseries, The Book Of Negroes. His 
new show, Caught, in which he will again wear all of the hats he wore in Doyle has been recently ordered straight to series by the CBC 
network.

Beyond television, Allan has maintained his roots in the theatre as the co-founder of Toronto-based theatre company, “The Company 
Theatre”, where he garnered rave reviews as the star in its inaugural production of Tom Murphy’s Whistle in the Dark as well as critical 
acclaim for both his roles in Festen and Belleville.

Allan’s feature film credits include major roles in these upcoming features; the lead in Michael Melski’s, THE CHILD REMAINS; a sup-
porting lead in Bruce McDonald’s WEIRDOS and a lead in Paul Gross’ HYENA ROAD. Prior credits include a starring role in LOVE & 
SAVAGERY (2009), directed by John Smith, and supporting lead in Sir Richard Attenborough’s CLOSING THE RING (2007) with Chris-
topher Plummer and Shirley MacLaine.

Allan’s major accolades include such awards as the Gascon Thomas Award from the National Theatre School, an Outstanding Achieve-
ment Award from the Canadian Television Hall of Fame, a Gemini Nomination for Best Actor in a Dramatic Series (Republic of Doyle), 
and an ACTRA Nomination for Best Male Actor (Love & Savagery). Allan is represented by Kish Iqbal at the Gary Goddard Agency.
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KIT AND ALICE ENTERING SYDNEY ON A SATURDAY NIGHT.



KIT AND ALICE HITCHING A RIDE IN THE WILDS OF NOVA SCOTIA, 1976



MOLLY PARKER as KIT's MOM LAURA

ALLAN HAWCO as KIT's DAD DAVE



CAST LIST
Kit   Dylan Authors 
Alice   Julia Sarah Stone
Laura   Molly Parker
Dave   Allan Hawco
Mary   Cathy Jones
Not Andy Warhol Rhys Bevan-John
Mr. Po   Vi Tang
Jack   Alex Purdy
Jeanie   Aria Publicover
Leo   Max Humphreys
Marylou  Dominique LeBlanc
Nalin   Deivan Steele
Police Officer  Matthew Lumley
Priest   Stephen McHattie
Beans   Mateo Giovannetti
Waitress  Kathryn MacLellan
Joe   Gary Levert
Val    Francine Descepper
American Man Jonathan Torrens
Drunk Driver  John Dunsworth
Sketchy Roomate Jim McSwain
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CREW LIST
Written By  Daniel MacIvor 
Director   Bruce McDonald
Produced By  Marc Almon
   Mike MacMillan
   Bruce McDonald
Executive Producer Marc Savoie
Co-Producer  Marc Tetreault 
1st Assistant Director Keith White
Story Editor  Patrick Whistler
Editor   Duff Smith
Director of Photography Becky Parsons  
Production Designer Matt Likely
Costume Designer Bethana Briffett
Composer  Asif Illyas
Dialogue Editor & Sound Mixer  Allan Scarth
Sound Design  Eric Leclerc
Casting   Sheila Lane; Jenny Lewis, CDC, CSA; 
   Sara Kay, CDC, CSA
2nd Assistant Director Susan Diamond 
3rd Assistant Director Luke Freeman 
Art Director  Mike Hall 
Set Decorator  Ryan Vessey 
Property Master  Gerold Schmidt 
Key Make-up  Lindsy Thorne 
Key Hair  Laurie Pace 
Assistant Costume Designer Angela Bateman 
1st Assistant Camera Paul Begin 
2nd Assistant Camera Luke Adamski 
Daily Camera Assistant Riley Turner 

Gaffer   Mark Kenny
Key Grip  Dean Skerrett
Daily Grip  James Thibodeau 
Daily Electric  Kevin MacNeil
   Rob Eshelby 
Production Sound Mixer Andrew Rillie
Stills Photographer Michael Tompkins
Location Manager Melanie Solomon 
Assistant Location Manager Gordon Pease
Daily Locations PA Cory Pioveson 
   Michael Cowie 
Transport Coordinator Keith Flynn 
Transport Captain Tom Carew
Daily Drivers  Phil Hatcher 
   Shawn Murphy
Key Craft  Brian Sears

Post Audio & Picture  The PostMan Inc. 
 
Post-Production Supervisor  Chelsea Muir  
Colour Version Colourist  Marc Savoie
Black & White Version Colourist  Scott Thorne
Visual Effects & Motion Gfx  Chris Purcell
Online Editor   John Feron
Foley Artist   David Findlay
Archival Researcher  Tara Doyle
Music Supervisor  Jody Colero
   Jane Heath
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Produced By M a r c  Almon D a i l y  Grip J a m e s  Thibodeau

Mike MacMillan D a i l y  Electric K e v i n  MacNeil
Bruce McDonald R o b  Eshelby

Executive Producer M a r c  Savoie P r o d u c t i o n  Sound Mixer Andrew Rillie
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Casting S h e i l a  Lane; Jenny Lewis, CDC, CSA;

Sara Kay, CDC, CSA P o s t  Audio & Picture T h e  PostMan Inc.
2nd Assistant Director Susan Diamond

3rd Assistant Director Luke Freeman P o s t - P r o d u c t i o n  Supervisor Che lsea  Muir
Art Director M i k e  Hall C o l o u r  Version Colourist M a r c  Savoie
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Assistant Costume Designer Ange la  Bateman A r c h i v a l  Researcher Ta r a  Doyle
1st Assistant Camera Pau l  Begin M u s i c  Supervisor J o d y  Colero
2nd Assistant Camera Luke Adamski J a n e  Heath

Daily Camera Assistant Riley Turner



WITH SUPPORT FROM 
 
Post Production Coordinator  Brittany Amos
Assistant to Mike MacMillan Karimah Issa
Assisant to Bruce McDonald Andy Warhol
 
Development Executive  Dany Chiasson
Development Coordinator Patrick Whistler
Development Champion  Anne Mackenzie
 
Production Legals  Rob Aske
Banking Officer   Nan MacDonald
 
Casting Assistant  Gil Anderson
 
Canadian Publicity  Virginia Kelly
International Publicity  Laurent Boye
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